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Contemporary science and medicine does not accept the existence of information fields and their medicinal significance. This applies especially to the activation of regulatory abilities and to self-healing processes.

TimeWaver connects what is separate
TimeWaver’s ability to connect what appears to be separate in all areas of life is unique and it has a special capacity to recognise the influences that affect us and then balance them. It’s very important that we understand these effects on all existing levels, from the physical, energy, regulatory, frequency, psychic and other basic, inherent parts of ourselves. TimeWaver works on the ten levels which can be distinguished in a whole human being. Therefore, it considers not only the correlations of the body found in the information field, but also the energy and information levels. These are closely linked and work together in an ideal situation, since a human being as a whole is not only composed of their physical body.

Humans often become ill if they lose their internal sense of purpose. We would like to reconnect people to their consciousness, since every human’s life is meaningful. Life offers us this meaning every moment, but we can’t always see or understand it. TimeWaver’s great vision is to allow humans to experience their meaningfulness again.

Marcus Schmieke – the developer of the TimeWaver System
Through his studies of physics and philosophy, it was natural for Marcus to examine relationships between matter and consciousness. His first books “The Last Secret” – “Science and Consciousness” and “The Life Field”, were the basis for the development of the TimeWaver device and the information field analysis founded by him.

Marcus Schmieke received important inspiration through his personal meetings with Burkhard Heim who has been the only physicist able to formulate a unified field theory so far. So he started to develop his own system with the aim of making the underlying physics as transparent as possible and exploiting its full potential. In this way, Information Field science was born!

Information Fields Connect Body and Mind
Health imbalances have complex causes, e.g. psychological, viral, bacterial, genetic, as well as work-related or family causes. They are reflected in an area which was recognised as a physical field by the German physicist Burkhard Heim. Since this field does not consist of forces or energy potentials but of patterns of information, he characterised it as an “information field”. His model states that it does not only connect body and mind, but directs all physiological processes.

Stimulation of Regulation Processes in the Information Field
Using its quantum physical interface, TimeWaver is able to transfer any information and oscillation patterns into the human information field. This is similar to taking a homeopathic remedy. In both cases, no biophysical process happens but the body is provided with information on the nature of disorders and their solution.

Information Field Balancing – A New Perspective of Science
This knowledge leads to a whole new view of living processes. We call it information field-balancing. The aim is to identify the deeper causes of disorders in the information field and then to eliminate them at their origin in the same field. This applies to ordinary as well as protracted disorders. In this sense, working with TimeWaver is comparable to computer-assisted homeopathy. TimeWaver determines the oscillation patterns required by the patient’s information field to regulate itself again. It then detects the causes of disorders in the information field and activates their elimination. Since information fields are the interface between body and consciousness according to Heim, correlations of deeper causes of disorders can be found in them. If these causes are eliminated, energetic blockages will also disappear.
Mens agitat Molem - Mind Over Matter
TimeWaverMed analyses the causes of imbalances and disorders in the information field and balances them. These processes are not simply analysing the physical body as is done through conventional medicine. Information field science is based on the theory of a physical-mental field which controls all physical, energy, and mental processes.

Detect and Eliminate Causes in the Information Field
The information field analysis and balancing refers to the ten levels of human beings, including the physical body, the frequency level, electricity and energy of the body on the biophysical and the pure information level. They permeate to the mental level and that of consciousness as possible origins of diseases. Furthermore, TimeWaverMed detects equivalents of viral and bacterial coherencies or toxins.

Reading and Writing in the Information Field
TimeWaverMed can "write" new information in the form of oscillation patterns into the information field where imbalances are rectified and adjusted. TimeWaverMed recognises the human being as a whole, from the mind down to their cellular structure.

An „Informative“ View into the Body
Every organ has an electromagnetic energy field. The organ coherence analysis examines the quality of this energy in the information field indicating the connection of the respective organ to the patient’s intact information field. The organ coherence module evaluates the coherence of all organ fields and performs a cause-oriented analysis in the information field. The first step allows you to quickly receive an overview of which organ groups are under or over regulated and which ones are coherent in the information field. The organ coherence analysis aims to discern which organs the information field balancing will begin with and to find the appropriate balancing means in the information field.

“Zoom” into your Organs
You can now delve further into the information fields of the organs and examine the individual components of each organ more deeply in the information field. The organ coherence database contains information of all essential organs and systems of the human body that are divided into 52 categories with more than 2,000 organ details.
From Causal Analysis to Optimisation

TimeWaver analyses the causes of disorders in the information field and divides them into 15 categories of causes (see right). The system shows you recommended ways of balancing and creates a list for the optimisation in the information field. The balancing list contains all homeopathic, naturopathic and conventional remedies and methods recommended for balancing. With their oscillation patterns, they are part of the extensive TimeWaver databases and are used directly for the balancing of the information field. The database with over 600 categories and more than 1,000,000 records and oscillation patterns can be used among others in the following fields of applications:

- Cell biology
- Neurology
- Ayurveda
- viruses, bacteria, parasites, fungi
- systemic coherences
- detoxification
- dentistry
- genetics
- structural level
- TCM
- homeopathy
- laboratory diagnostics
- Psychokinesiology
- and much more

Optimization Opportunities at all Levels

The optimisation of the information field encompasses all areas of life – mental, energy and physical. We consider the transmission of the previously determined analysis results in the patient’s information field as optimisation. Since the causes of a disease are often hidden or multi-layered, the optimisation of TimeWaver offers a key to balance the human being at all levels.

Information Field Analysis by means of the ICD10 Database

You can find an equivalent representation for every organ in the patient’s information field and use it for an actual state analysis. By means of the ICD10 Database, you receive a list of all potential disorders which are associated with the entries found in the information field. The results are also presented in three columns and show all relevant organs.

Ten Levels of Information Categories

TimeWaver provides you with information about the correlations of symptomatic and causal disorders in a client’s information field and helps to eradicate or balance them. In the TimeWaver database, you will find an extensive selection of information models based on the ten levels described below which allow a client to be assessed and understood holistically. The analysis of the information field comprises all dimensions, from the spiritual and psychic level to the physical and symptomatic levels.

Spiritual level

The spiritual level represents the deepest and most subtle level. At this level the information field is supported with the help of Mantras, Yantras, and meditation exercises.

Systemic level

At this deeper transformational level, familial and karmic conflicts in the information field are recognised and resolved.

Psychic Level

With the means of positive affirmations and principles of psycho-kinesiology, psychic blockages in the information field are detected and resolved. Other subjects dealt with at this level are: balancing of core life issues, prenatal models, lack of energy, personality development.

Information Level

TimeWaver works on this level with information and oscillation patterns from homeopathy, flower essences and spagyrics.

Energy Level

The TimeWaver system detects the energy related factors mirrored in the client’s information field. At this level for example, the chakras and functional circles are balanced by the data around acupuncture points, meridians, healing gems and various symbols.

Frequency Therapy

TimeWaver establishes which body, brain and organ frequencies are missing or in disorder and, if necessary, corrects the basic resonances of the human body. In addition, the frequency therapy database contains tens of thousands of frequencies that are assigned to various sources like viruses, bacteria or diseases.

Physiological Processes

This category is subdivided into genetics, cellular biology, enzymes, hormones and organ functions.

Detoxification

TimeWaver helps to detect and balance allergies, environmental toxins, toxications, or incompatibilities found in the information field level and then harmonise a person’s energy fields.

Bacteria, Viruses, Parasites and Fungi

The TimeWaver system shows where disorders caused by viruses, bacteria, germs or fungi could be in the client’s information field and suggests approaches toward balancing them.

Symptomatic level

The TimeWaver database contains information about diverse remedies. At this level you will also find the complete ICD 10. With the introduction of other remedies, you can quickly and easily create your own databases.
The TimeWaver Low Intensity Direct Current Module

Nowadays, numerous indications can be treated with a low intensity direct current and there are many experiences and studies on the various fields of application and indications. This therapy method is generally recognised by conventional medicine and is absolutely safe. The low intensity direct current module within the TimeWaverMed forms the basis for its certification as a class IIa medical device. The direct currents of low intensity are applied by means of adhesive electrodes or hand held electrodes.

Four Defined Programs – Easy to Operate with Noticeable Effects

Treatments with low intensity direct currents are an additional module in the TimeWaverMed and they enhance the functionality of the TimeWaver. Since the TimeWaverMed is technically not designed as a frequency therapy device compared to our TimeWaver Frequency System, we have added a simplified variant for treatments with low intensity direct current. This variation contains the most important fields of application within the micro current therapy and is integrated in the TimeWaver software by defined programmes. These defined programmes are divided in the following main categories:

1. Pain management: Adhesive electrodes are locally attached to painful areas in order to use the low intensity direct current. Alternatively, hand electrodes can be used which enable the patient to lie comfortably during the treatment. Consequently, there are two different programmes.
2. Depression: The application for depression and other mental disorders is very easy. Adhesive electrodes are attached directly behind the ear to the jaw mastoids or special ear electrodes are attached to the earlobes.

The software is easy to apply: you select the programme, attach the electrodes and begin. Your patient can relax during the treatment, allowing them a sensitive and comprehensive feeling of the treatment and it offers you an excellent additional feature of the TimeWaverMed.

Medical Indications and Studies

Treatments with low intensity direct current have been described in detail in many studies. These studies form the basis of the defined programs in terms of frequencies, currents and parameters, such as the placement of electrodes or treatment duration.

Studienlage Auszüge: Schmerzen

Postoperative: Rockstroh G, Schleicher W, Krummenauer F.; The advantage during a stationary follow-up-treatment applying microcurrents on patients after implantation of a knee totalendoprothesis - a prospective randomised clinical case study. Rehabilitation 2010, pp. 70-79

Sarhan, T.M.; Doghem; 2009; Effect of microcurrent skin patch on the epidural fentanyl requirements for post operative pain relief of total hip arthroplasty; Middle East Journal of Anesthesiology; pp. 411-415


Studienlage Auszüge: Depression


Verbesserung des Arbeitsgedächtnisses bei Depression: Fregni et al; Cognitive effects of repeated sessions of transcranial direct current stimulation in patients with depression. Depression and Anxiety Journal, 2006, 23 pp. 482-484
MyTimeWaver - The Quick Solution

MyTimeWaver

This new TimeWaver module was developed as a consequence of the impulse to make the introduction into the application of the TimeWaver System as simple as a mobile phone or MP3 player, while ensuring maximum individuality and flexibility.

With MyTimeWaver, you can analyse any topic of your choice with just one click. With a further click you can create a customer-friendly pdf-report and with a third click a complete optimisation list.

You can create the possible topics by means of the existing databases or revert to the included topics.

Practical Selection of Topics

The predefined sets and topics in MyTimeWaver are specially designed for practical use and intended for everyone as a fast and accurate analysis. They are divided into the following sections with appropriate sub-sections:

- Good morning check
- Physis (nature)
- Psyche
- Systemic Therapy
- Aura
- Laboratory
- House
- Business

Integrated Print Function

Here you can choose whether you want to create a pdf with a selected topic or with all topics. You can easily print this pdf for yourself or your patient and then individually select particular entries which can be printed.

Note: The basis and effectivity of TimeWaver Med as well as information field analysis and optimization are not accepted by conventional medicine. Aura analysis and systemic therapy have no medical significance. The MyTimeWaver analysis are solely information field analysis.
The **TimeWaver Sound Therapy Module**

Almost everyone has heard of subliminal messages. Whether being used in movies to motivate the consumption of certain fast drinks or as "secret messages" to manipulate the subconscious, subliminal information has become part of today's influences on society.

The same effect can instead be used positively while stimulating a person with specific acoustic frequencies that can bring about a positive effect on that person.

The TimeWaver Sound Therapy Module analyses in the information field which frequencies can be helpful for a person and chooses from the huge databases exactly those needed. This process of choosing the right frequency can also be applied manually.

The **The TimeWaver Frequency Database**

- **Brain frequencies**
- **Chakra frequencies**
- **Frequencies on cell and organ stimulation**
- **Body Basic resonances**
- **Rife Frequencies**
- **Healing frequencies in Hz**
- **Healing frequencies in symptoms**
- **Body Basic resonances**
- **Body Basic resonances**
- **Sounds and Colours**
- **Acoustic Frequencies**

"Music for the soul"

The detected frequencies can also be combined with music or burnt onto a **CD**. This principle has been well established in **Superlearning** for a considerable time now. According to the physicist and neurologist Günther Haffelder, neuro-active musical signals enable the brain to release certain neurotransmitters which in turn could bring about a healing process.

**Working with Brain Frequencies**

The spectrum of brain waves comprises five states which can be analyzed through different frequencies. Physical and psychological disorders reflect themselves in the spectrum and in the coherence of these frequencies.

TimeWaver analyzes the brain frequencies in the information field, detects which frequencies are dysfunctional and which should be strengthened or stimulated.

The "Floating" Effect

TimeWaver Med substitutes frequencies below the audible range through a simple principle known as "Schumann Resonance" where the inaudible frequency of 7.83 Hz becomes audible for the client. This phenomenon known as "floating" uses a base frequency like 432 Hz for one of the ears and 432 + 7.83 Hz or 439.83 Hz for the other ear. When two frequencies with an exact difference of 7.83 Hz become acoustically accessible to both sides of the brain over the left and right channels of a headphone, this results in audibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq Hz</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>State of consciousness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30-50+</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>mystical and transcendent experiences during meditation, healing, feelings of melting, union, omniscience, special capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-30</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>normal everyday consciousness: directed attention, analytical thinking, sensory-motor activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-14</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>easy state of relaxation: mostly with closed eyes and calm spirit, harmony with surroundings, emotional release, reduction of anxiety. Mental journeying, being at ease, well-being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>Theta</td>
<td>deep relaxation, meditation, trance, hypnosis, re-programming, possibly light sleep (REM –dream phase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-4</td>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>deeper, dreamless sleep, possibly also very deep meditation, regeneration and often healing through sleep</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Virtual Acupuncture with TimeWaver

The Special Features of the Energy Points Module

- TimeWaver does not only stimulate individual points but is able to analyse the total area of an organ in the information field and balance it specifically.
- You can scan photos, x-rays or CTs of your patient and set energy points with a precise correlation to the respective organ.
- Various reflexology zones and acupuncture areas of the hands, feet and ears for information field stimulation are integrated in the software.
- In its databases, TimeWaver automatically determines appropriate balancing means for the stimulation of individual and relevant energy points in the information field.

What Effect does the Stimulation of Energy Points have?

The energy points module of TimeWaverMed offers the opportunity to stimulate the equivalents of meridians, acupuncture points and individual organs in the information field. Meridians serve as energetic „keys“ to the different organs. Stress and other disorders may lead to imbalances and blockages of our energy supply. By positioning the information of symbols, remedies or affirmations on individual energy points, you can harmonise the energy flow of the affected organs and eliminate blockages. From our point of view a harmonious energy flow along the meridians and the specific energy points balances the respective organs and thereby the whole body. For this purpose you can upload your own images and select points or even entire areas.

Brain Areas in the TimeWaver Med Database

From our perspective, causes of disorders are reflected in the respective information field of an area in the brain. You can for example stimulate the brain areas in the information field, which are associated with specific functions in the control of organs and correlate these to certain disorders, by means of the „brain areas“ database containing Mantras from Ayurvedic Principles.

Selecting Areas

The software easily allows you to select entire areas or individual points. Due to this, you are able to individually stimulate the areas in the information field which are important to you. This method can be also be applied to your home or piece of land.
**The TimeWaver Meridian Module**

According to Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), meridians are channels in which our vital energy (Chi) flows. In this system, there are 12 main meridians two of which are associated with the central governor- and conception vessels. Each meridian is associated with an organ or its system. Furthermore, the TimeWaver Meridian-Module divides the 12 main meridians into the left and right halves of the body where the acupuncture points exist. TCM believes that a sufficient free flow of Qi is required in the meridians to rebalance the human being, otherwise our organs could be harmed.

Among the thousands of energy and acupuncture points, the Meridian Module finds those that can be stimulated in the information field to eliminate a particular problem in that location. All parameters are shown in detail and can be adjusted automatically or manually and the meridians themselves can be stimulated in the information field by setting virtual needles.

The Meridian Module operates on the pure information level. You don’t have to treat your patient with physical needles. Even without being trained in acupuncture, you can easily use this method.

---

**Example Pericardium Meridian**

The picture on the right shows how you can place virtual needles on the pericardium meridian. TimeWaver analyses which points are relevant, selects the appropriate virtual needles and places them automatically on the selected points.

**The TCM Meridian Theory**

When we talk about meridians, we are usually referring to the 12 main energy channels related to the major organs plus the two governor and conception-vessel meridians. According to the TCM theory, the main meridians result in a complete circulation per day, so that every meridian is specifically active once a day.

- **Yin meridians:** run from the head to the toes and fingers
- **Yang meridians:** run from the fingers to the face and back to the toes

**The TCM Main Meridians**

The known classical acupuncture points are all on 14 channels, which consist of the 12 main meridians mentioned above and the two governor and conception vessels associated with the meridians. Other meridians cross these 14 channels at certain acupuncture points.

---

**Element** | **Organ** | **Short Time** | **Time** | **Meridian** | **Taiji** | **Emotion** | **Sense organ** | **Tissue**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Wood | Liver | Le | 01-03 | Jue Yin | Yin | Anger | Eye | Muscle
Metal | Lungs | Lu | 03-05 | Tai Yin | Yin | Sadness | Nose | Skin
Metal | Colon | Ch | 05-07 | Yang Ming | Yang | Sadness | Nose | Skin
Earth | Stomach | Ma | 07-09 | Yang Ming | Yang | Worry | Lips | Connective Tissue
Earth | Spleen | Mi | 09-11 | Tai Yin | Yin | Worry | Lips | Connective Tissue
Fire | Heart | Ne | 11-13 | Shao Yin | Yin | Joy | Tongue | Blood
Fire | Small Intestine | Du | 13-15 | Tai Yang | Yang | Joy | Tongue | Blood
Water | Bladder | Bl | 15-17 | Tai Yang | Yang | Fear | Ear | Bones
Water | Kidney | Ni | 17-19 | Shao Yin | Yin | Fear | Ear | Bones
Fire | Pericardium | Pe | 19-21 | Jue Yin | Yin | Joy | Tongue | Blood
Fire | Triple Warmer | 3E | 21-23 | Shao Yang | Yang | Joy | Tongue | Blood
Wood | Gallbladder | Gb | 23-01 | Shao Yang | Yang | Anger | Eye | Muscle

Note: The basis and effectiveness of TimeWaver Med as well as information field analysis and optimization as well as meridian diagnostics, energy points, TCM and acupuncture are not accepted by conventional medicine.
The TimeLine Module

The TimeLine module determines the points of time of a human being’s life line being in resonance with a predefined problem in the information field and eliminates the existing blockages or disorders there. In this way, it is possible to detect the information field at the temporal level and to display it, knowing that the information field itself is not subject to the temporal order, but is above it. Since the timeline however is the dividing line and so forms the interface between three-dimensional space and the higher dimensions of the information field, its informative consideration is of particular importance.

Past, Present and Future

Timelines can be created for any object that has a temporal beginning and continues until the present. In addition, for human beings the period of pregnancy can be considered. This may correspond for example to the construction phase or the planning period of a building.

Likewise, the period of the present may be extended into the future, to capture the flowing and relative character of time. In many cases, the causes of problems lie in projections of the future. These influence the present and the past.

From the perspective of the higher dimensional information field, the past has not passed and the future does not lie in the future. The entire temporality is a room full of resonances with itself and the surrounding dimensions. The aim of the TimeLine module is to capture and to harmonise them.

Practical Work with TimeLine

The TimeLine module analyses the lifetime axis with respect to an individual topic or problem. In the settings, you choose the period on the timeline in which you want to analyse. TimeLine creates an overview of the important moments being in resonance with the topic formulated and intended by you and shows concrete optimisation approaches found in the database that now can be used as an optimisation list. TimeLine is a very informative tool to detect deeper causes of complex problems of the past and to balance future events energetically.

Note: The basis and effectivity of TimeWaver Med as well as information field analysis and optimization are not accepted by conventional medicine. The life line has no medical significance.
The TimeWaver Aura Module provides a different view of the chakras and the endocrine system

For many years, aura photography and knowledge of the chakras was dismissed as insignificant and was seen as esoteric. However, there is a different way of looking at medically recognized issues behind this system which is becoming clearer, the more you concern yourself with this system.

The chakras are special and long known energy points in Ayurveda and traditional Chinese medicine that have a lower resistance on the skin surface, which is physiologically measurable. The aura is a very fine electromagnetic field which is radiated from the skin surface and can be displayed in color in certain wavelengths and intensities. According to traditional systems, the chakras are in direct connection with various endocrine systems, nerve centers and certain organs. On the other hand, the aura is a fine image of the chakras. Therefore, inferences about the functioning of the endocrine system and the nerve centers shall be drawn from the aura.

The Aura Module of the TimeWaver System analyses the information field of the human being in the frequencies of visible light and visualises their distribution in the aura of the human being. An Aura-Module image is not a photograph of the aura in the strict sense, but an illustration of the colors ascertained in the information field. The Aura Module uses the colors of the seven chakras for visualisation. These chakras are illustrated symmetrically left and right around the photograph of the patient. The greater and more intense the individual color, the more powerful the energy of the respective chakra.

A Further Feature: the Aura Video

A particularly interesting feature of the AuraWaver is the Aura video function through which you can watch and record the change in the aura in real time. Using this feature, you can document how the energy state of a human being changes during treatment or during energy work.

Visualisation of the Aura

The result of an aura shot is illustrated as beams, columns and as an image of the aura. In the image of the aura, the colors of the seven chakras are arranged symmetrically around the photograph of the patient. The more intense the colors and the larger the color circles are, the more energy the respective chakra has. The chakras are illustrated in the following color mapping from top to bottom and are associated with the following glands, organs and hormones:

- **Crown Chakra**  white  hypothalamus, pituitary gland, brain, CNS, melatonin
- **Third Eye Chakra**  blue  epiphysis, ears, pituitary gland, melatonin
- **Throat Chakra**  turquoise  thyroid, nerves, eyes, muscle system, bones, kidneys, thyroxine
- **Heart Chakra**  green  thymus, heart, thymosin
- **Solar Plexus Chakra**  yellow  pancreas, skin, digestive system, adrenal gland, insulin
- **Sacral Chakra**  orange  gonads, placenta, mammmary gland, ovaries, kidneys, genitals, testosterone
- **Base / Root Chakra**  red  adrenal gland, spinal cord, aldosterone, DHEA, cortisol, adrenaline

Not only Humans can be Analysed

Apart from humans other objects can be recorded, so for example the aura of a building or piece of land can be observed and recorded during an energetic space optimisation. The analytical results can now be easily transferred into the TimeWaver Med software where they are processed and balanced with all available databases. Finally, a report with all important parameters can be exported and printed.
What is Heart Rate Variability?
The heart does not beat steadily and the interval between each beat varies as does the frequency. This indicates that flexibility is necessary to adapt to certain environmental stimuli and challenges such as reacting to stressful situations. Stress is being reflected in the vegetative nervous system and causes a disbalance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve. Heart rate variability (HRV) is therefore an ideal parameter to detect states of stress within the body and mind, and resolve them by means of stress reduction.

ECG System Included
To determine the heart rate variability, TimeWaver Cardio uses a high quality, three channel ECG recorder for the measurement of ECG signals that is certified as a class 2A medical product. TimeWaver Cardio offers 13 different parameters to investigate the causes of stress. The clearly arranged color layout of the software quickly shows where there is an over or under regulation and when a parameter possibly moves into a critical area.

Easy Measurement
As an alternative to our 3 channel ECG, measurements can also be conducted on the basis of the pulse wave analysis from your index finger with our fingerclip which is connected to a computer via USB.

Heart Rate Variability: Significance not only in Regards to the Heart
With TimeWaver Cardio one can conduct a quality diagnosis in regards to the complete vegetative nervous system and the body as a whole leading to a reliable and individual therapeutic strategy. The 13 shown parameters of TimeWaver Cardio can be subdivided into four main groups:

- The vegetative nervous system or relation of sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system and general overall energy
- Regulatory ability of the systems with acute and chronic stress parameters
- Combined view of heart rate variability (HRV) plus extra systoles or contractions showing the stress state of a person
- Stress state of a person with six parameters and their correlation to the Psycho-Neurological-Endocrine-Immune system (mind, nerves, hormones, immune system)

Finding the Right Remedies
Combined with the TimeWaver Med software you get a holistic system that can analyse these 13 parameters in the information field and will show you the causes of stress found there. It will next show you a list of optimization possibilities that can now easily be balanced in the information field. TimeWaver Cardio generates a list of all possible cardio-vascular and therapeutic remedies found in the information field that can balance those parameters which are outside the normal condition.

Extended Databases Included
A variety of databases are part of the software package. These include databases of important homeopathic and naturopathic remedies for stress reduction, psychological conflict management, brain mapping with the appropriate information on neurotransmitters and databases of allopathic remedies for stress reduction.

Quick and Easy Report Function
With only one mouse click the software produces a 3-page printable PDF report. This systematically shows the cardio-vascular state and the regulatory ability of the patient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The 13 Parameters and their Physical Correlations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VLF / HF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VLF + HF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stress Index</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distress Index</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ULF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 / HF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VLF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HF</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- VLF / HF: Relationship between sympathetic/parasympathetic nervous system and between exhaustion and stress.
- VLF + HF: Stress level of the overall activity and regulatory ability of the vegetative nervous system.
- Stress Index: Acute stress / acute regulatory abilities (requirements).
- Distress Index: Chronic stress / chronic regulatory ability.
- HR: Central pulse.
- CV: Heart rate variability, inflow and chaotic parameters.
- ES: Shown as chaotic tendencies.
- IC: Stress state of the limbic system (will power, motivation).
- ULF: Regulatory ability in relation to the different hormonal glands.
- 1 / HF: Stress state related to the immune system.
- LF: Stress state related to tension in the solar plexus (individual inner pressure).
- VLF: Stress state of the sympathetic nervous system (adrenal glands, power, tension, activity, from order to chaos).
- HF: Stress state of parasympathetic nervous system (vagus nerve, rest, intuition, relaxation, creativity, from disorder up to chaotic tendencies).
Determine Age, Flexibility and Hemodynamics of the Arteries

The Mobil-O-Graph® TimeWaver Vascular System is a specialist system for the determination of hemodynamics and the flexibility of the arteries. It measures different parameters like peripheral blood pressure, central aortic blood pressure, heart minute volume, peripheral resistance in the vessels, augmentation index, augmentation pressure, pulse wave speed and its reflective coefficient. You can use TimeWaver Vascular together with TimeWaver Med or on its own. The TimeWaver Med database for cardiovascular diseases includes data and information for chemical, orthomolecular, homeopathic, herbal and psychosomatic therapy approaches. On that basis, TimeWaver Med is executing the information field analysis and balance.

Identifying and Evaluating Risk Factors

Pulsewave analysis can be used as a screening method for cardiovascular diseases and for other indications like heart insufficiency, dilated cardiomyopathy, therapy resistant hypertension, risk stratification and monitoring of anti-hypertensives.

Blood Pressure plus Pulsewave Analysis

Standard blood pressure measurement has been the norm in monitoring cardiovascular diseases to date. However, blood pressure alone does not have any significant relevance regarding the hemodynamics and the flexibility of the vessels; neither does it give any information regarding the fluid mechanics of the blood. Only a pulsewave analysis can give precise indications whether arteries are still flexible enough or whether there is atherosclerosis offering a valid evaluation of the artery's flexibility. This greatly enhances a clinic's decision making ability towards accurate diagnostics and therapy.

Risk Identification

Atherosclerosis is amongst the greatest dangers for human beings. It cannot be diagnosed accurately enough simply by blood pressure measurement. Atherosclerosis can cause strokes, coronary thrombosis, kidney diseases, cardiovascular diseases and many more. There are various underlying causes of atherosclerosis that can often be treated. To find out in due time the condition of your vessels and arteries, Mobil-O-Graph® TimeWaver Vascular helps to measure the flexibility and age of your arteries. This method is known as Pulsewave Analysis and can give precise information about many important vital parameters of the hemodynamics and the flexibility of the arteries under specific everyday life circumstances. It therefore serves perfectly as a risk screening method.

The perfect Addition for TimeWaver Med

Aside from its large databases of the most important therapeutic approaches for vascular and coronary diseases, Mobil-O-Graph® TimeWaver Vascular contains hardware that can scan the information field of a person and balance it with appropriately corrected information. It sends 20 different parameters to TimeWaver Med that serve as a basis for the information field analysis and balancing.

What does TimeWaver Vascular do exactly?

In addition to the peripheral blood pressure, the TimeWaver Vascular system shows you different parameters like the central aortic blood pressure, the heart minute volume and the peripheral resistance in the arteries. This quickly indicates whether the arteries and vessel walls have the necessary tension and flexibility to extend a certain variable resistance to the bloodstream coming from the heart. This resistance is needed for the regulation of circulation and for the correct distribution of blood to the individual organs. The most important parameters you receive are the augmentation index and augmentation pressure, the pulsewave speed and its reflective coefficient. These are the parameters that show you the flexibility of the arteries. The main causes for the hardening of arteries are 1. degeneration and 2. atherosclerosis.
Hinweis: Die gegenwärtige Wissenschaft und Medizin erkennt die Existenz von Informationsfeldern und deren medizinische Bedeutung, insbesondere in Bezug auf die Aktivierung der Regulationsfähigkeit oder Aktivierung von Selbstheilungskräften, nicht an.

### TimeWaver Med – Strong and Timeless Elegance
TimeWaver comes in a solid and aesthetic 30 x 30 x 4 cm casing made of pure aluminium and weighs only 4 kg that can be presented on your work space table top as a reliable source of information field medicine work. There are three test bowls in the Timewaver Med arranged in the form of a triangle.

- A quantum light resonator sits under the upper test bowl where you can analyse and optimize in the information level.
- In the lower left test bowl you can directly inform objects like water or "neutral" homeopathic globuli.
- The noise generator source underneat the test object or client where you are analysing and optimising on the energy level or you can also copy and record information with both of the bowls.

### Ultimate Portability with TimeWaver
In our age of mobility, many mind/matter interface users need a system that they can be transported easily and operated flexibly. TimeWaver Mobile has been developed with exactly these needs in mind. To minimize space and weight, it dispenses with the noise generators and focuses on the revolutionary light quantum resonator. The increased mobility more than compensates for the slightly restricted scope of functions. The compact aluminum casing protects against water, humidity, shocks and electro-magnetic interference and, with a weight of just 200 grams and dimensions of 11 x 6 x 3 centimeters, it can even fit into your pocket.

### TimeWaver Combi – Two Systems in One
Many practitioners actually require two devices in order to work effectively: one to work with on the road and another that simultaneously carries out the on-going optimisations at their stationary work base. This used to mean double the investment costs for a fully operational system. Now with TimeWaver Combi, you can acquire a system with double the working capacity at a fraction of the overall cost. The basic device can be installed at your office and while your balancing tasks are active in the background, you can work simultaneously with your mobile device on the road.

### Stay Mobile – with TimeWaver Mobil
The USB socket on the back of the chassis connects the light quantum resonator and the noise sources with your laptop.

The high quality and safety "Redel"-sockets serve to attach different extra devices.
**Applications Beyond Medicine**

A typical TimeWaver analysis investigates which data from a selected database of entries affects the greatest resonance with the information field of the object. During the optimisation, this data is transiently oscillated into the information field of the object. The databases within which the requested data is to be stored, constitutes the foundation of this system. Causes of disorders are often found in areas not immediately obvious in the strictest medical sense – for example in the areas of relationship, career, family, environmental pollution, or an entire living space. TimeWaver is equipped with databases that go beyond pure medical data and comprise a multitude of other areas. These databases are also constantly updated and made available to you.

**Stresses on human beings and their environment**

- Environmental stress
- Food additives
- Allergens
- Medicines

**Analysis and balancing of buildings**

- Stress caused by electro smog
- Vasali (Vedic architecture)
- Material science

**Political and business economics**

- Management consultancy/Analysis
- Business Energy
- Golf

**Agriculture**

- Useful Insects
- Increase in crop yield
- Alternative fertilisers
- Plant tonics

**Coaching**

- Relationships
- Personality development

**Sports, Fitness, Wellness**

- Performance improvement
- Optimise activity, shape & strength
- Training & workout optimisation
- Develop inner strength & willpower

**Veterinary Medicine**

- Small animals
- Horses

**System therapy**

- Family constellations
- Transformative Affirmations
- Family affirmations
- Liberating mantras

**TimeWaver Database**

The TimeWaver database is the core of the system. More than 600 categories with more than 1,000,000 entries and their respective resonance patterns from all areas of complementary and orthodox medicine plus an integrated ICD-10 database.

**Cellular Biology**

- Biological transmutation
- Elementary metabolism
- Glucose metabolism
- Harmonization of the aerobic metabolic state
- Intercellular substance transport
- Storage diseases
- Cell organelles
- Cell tension
- Citric acid cycle

**Detoxification**

- Allergies
- Drainages - Exhaustion?
- Intoxications
- Dietary supplement substances
- Poisoning
- Nosode complexes/environmental toxins

**Laboratory Diagnostics**

- Laboratory measurements
- ICD-10 analysis
- Enzymes
- Hormones
- Organs

**Viruses, Bacteria, Parasites, Fungus**

- Bacteria & parasite intoxication and therapy
- Fungal diseases
- Unknown pathogens
- Virus intoxication

**Traditional Chinese Medicine**

- Corporal Acupuncture
- Auricular Acupuncture (also western methods incl.)
- Functional circles
- Chakras
- Healing gems

**Psycho-Kinesiology**

- Removal of brainstem blockades
- Meridian energy technique
- Diverse test systems

**Systematic Therapy**

- Family healing
- Removal of foreign energies
- Transformations of main topics in life
- Systemic affirmations

**Genetics**

- Repair of amino acids
- Repair of chromosomes
- Repair of genetic disorders
- Cell cleansing

**Neurology**

- Brain frequencies
- Neurotransmitters
- Biological conflicts and associated brain areas
- Limbic system

**Structural Level**

- Physical Mobility systems
- Cells
- Histoid systems
- Organ systems
- Metabolism

**Dentistry**

- Dental materials
- Dental medicines
- Dental nosodes
- Dental compounds
- Teeth and their functional circles

**Homeopathy**

- Homeopathic list A-Z
- Basic substances (Polychrests)
- Miasmas
- Stress harmonization
- Constitution resources
- Diverse lists of medicinal products
- Spagyrics
- Schüssler salts, herbal extracts, Bach flowers

**Psycho-Kinesiology**

- Removal of brainstem blockades
- Meridian energy technique
- Diverse test systems

**Systematic Therapy**

- Family healing
- Removal of foreign energies
- Transformations of main topics in life
- Systemic affirmations
The Issue of Reproducibility

The TimeWaver analysis and organ coherence analysis do not refer to the physical body. TimeWaver analyses the quantum field that is generated by the conscious and intentional contact of the therapist with the information field. The quantum field is always only a brief representation of the intentional contact with the information field. The quantum analyses of the TimeWaver change the measured quantum field or eliminate it completely. Strictly speaking, this quantum physical observation causes a complete collapse of the quantum field and converts it to the analysis result. This is known as the “observer effect” in quantum physics or the “collapse of the wave function” and is a basic phenomenon of all quantum physics measurements.

Therefore, a real quantum measurement can be carried out only once the measured object after the first measurement is no longer the same thing. Each additional quantum analysis requires a new consciousness resonance and necessarily finds an already altered state of the information field and a newly generated quantum field. Due to this, the information field analyses are not always or often not reproducible in the classical sense. Therefore, for example it is not possible to obtain the same information from another information field analysis or to visualise the same information field condition by two simultaneous analyses.

Another conclusion is that an information field analysis necessarily represents an information field balancing. Therefore, information field analyses should be carried out deliberately and with the right intention. An arbitrary or even mechanical repetition of information field analyses leads to a strong influencing of the information field and the analysis results can not be considered separately but only in their overall dynamic. Due to this, a single measurement appears to be rather random. In the TimeWaver post-analysis however, such a method is used specifically to optimise the balancing information.

Quantum Fields in R4W

The quantum or probability field arises from the interaction between the users intention and the information field. Due to the observation or the measurement, the quantum field collapses immediately. This analysis can be understood as an information field balancing.

TimeWaver does not communicate directly with the patient, but through the currently existing quantum field with the patient’s information field. The quantum field is located in the R4 wavespace, the patient in the R4 particle space. This phenomenon of the parallel spaces is commonly known as wave-particle duality.

Actual Physical Light Quantum Effect and Oscillation Comparison

According to Burkhard Heim, quantum physical processes constitute the interface with the information field. TimeWaver uses a state-of-the-art technology to read and write into the information fields where two different technical systems are used:

1. The light quantum effect using photons which, according to Heim are the most effective light carriers.
2. The oscillation comparison operates with two simultaneously oscillating noise sources. If we compare the two oscillation patterns with each other, we can easily and effectively establish the resonances on the information level.

Technology from a Single Source

TimeWaver is developed and produced solely in Germany using high quality components “Made in Switzerland, England and Germany” to ensure the finest workmanship and durability.

Careful Screening for Distortion Free Noise

We take the greatest possible care to screen the noise sources against electromagnetic waves and other influences so that the generated noise can be observed as an isolated quantum process. Unscreened noise signals are subject to the influence of interfering information sources such as radio waves and the distortion fields of nearby electronic appliances. The quality of contact with the information field is subsequently drastically reduced. For this reason, we use a pure aluminum casing manufactured in a complex pressure casting for the TimeWaver. It screens the individual components from each other as well as from any external electromagnetic radiation.

TimeWaver’s Self-produced Noise Sources Deliver Unfiltered Signals

Many comparable systems use noise sources whose signals are electronically filtered so that they can be used as random generators in for example lotteries. However, this leads to a loss of the relevant information in information field medicine. The TimeWaver uses noise sources that are internally self-generated and function in an unfiltered way so they can communicate with the entire bandwidth of the relevant information.

Analysis and Optimization at Selected Points in Time

With Global Scaling, another new physical theory is introduced in TimeWaver where according to this theory, the time wave possesses an inherent spectrum with resonance points. By reading and writing into these resonance points, TimeWaver can communicate more effectively with the information fields.

Analysing and Balancing Simultaneously on Two Levels

According to Heim’s explanatory model, TimeWaver operates with both methods mentioned above at two different levels (see charts on pages 14/15). The physical oscillation pattern opens up the energy and directs space; the analysis however accesses the pure state-of-the-art technology to read and write into the information field. TimeWaver uses a state-of-the-art technology to read and write into the information fields where two different technical systems are used. This enables you to work with even more precision and differentiation.

TimeWaver Information Field System: The Consistent Physical Evolution of the Mind-Matter Principle

To ensure precise communication with the information field, TimeWaver fulfills the physical conditions with which you should compare it to other systems. Computer assisted mind-matter systems so far referred to as radionics-systems, have been commercially available for decades. With TimeWaver, modern physics has finally been applied to these mind-matter interfaces. Experienced users will recognise the innovative features of the TimeWaver system with which we avoid the usual weaknesses of old computer-assisted mind-matter systems.
The TimeWaver Analysis

You can carry out an optimization with the aim of harmonizing the client’s information field with the entries relevant for your balancing.

The second oscillation is designated to the data to be analyzed from a database. To analyze a client you select from the database. The first oscillation pattern is designated to the client under analysis. The identification occurs in the software by means of the electronic recording system. Two noise sources simultaneously record two oscillation patterns independent of each other which the software evaluates as follows.

TimeWaver carries out for the first time real oscillation comparison

TimeWaver uses a real light quantum effect for communicating into the information field. TimeWaver uses two separate noise sources and compares their resonance patterns directly.

The Consciousness Resonance Model

The software sets the optimization list you have compiled in resonance with the client or object. It makes use of the simultaneously functioning noise generators. In our understanding, the noise created by the generators is modified by the contents of the optimization lists with the means of the consciousness resonance. In this way, the information is transiently oscillated via the timewave into the object’s information field.

The Timewave Connects Consciousness and Matter

The timewave is the connecting factor between matter and consciousness. It oscillates synchronically as a stationary wave in the entire universe, and so connects all physical process with each other. The client’s body is also a source of “noise”, not just the circular transmissions of the TimeWaver. A human being consists for example of oscillating atoms that bring about a complex wave of noise. This noise is also located in the timewave.

TimeWaver uses real quantum processes

TimeWaver uses a high-tech light quantum effect in the analysis and optimization in the information field. A stream of photon packs is directed at an angle of 45° at a semi-transparent mirror. When a photon pack passes through the mirror, a binary 1 is created; a photon pack that does not pass creates the value 0. It is a purely quantum effect whether a photon pack passes through the mirror or not. It is able to be reduced to physically comprehensible terms. According to Burkhard Heim, however, it is in the seemingly random quantum leaps of photons that the information is able to be presented in its most pure form. If we therefore designate the information flow of the light quanta to certain objects, we are able to read in its information field; conversely any data is thus able to be written into the information field.

The Optimisation List

In order to optimize, you compile all data that should be ascribed to a client or an object in the optimization list. To this end you can carry out a targeted inquiry. Through the information field analysis, you can establish which data helps the client or object.

Similarly you can select certain pieces of information manually from a database or write it into the list. If for example a client is suffering from mild depression, you could select the oscillation pattern of the Saint-John’s Wort plant (Hypericum perforatum) from the database and thus enter it into the optimization list.

Intentions, Resonances, Information

The software simultaneously accesses the object or client and the optimisation list. This occurs with the intention that the information content of the optimisation list can be transiently oscillated onto the client’s information field. Our model of consciousness resonance states that this conscious intention leads to resonance between the noise transmitted by the TimeWaver and that of the client. The optimising information is thus transiently oscillated into the client’s information field.

Other systems generally work with only one noise diode. Their digitalised signals are being used as a random generator. TimeWaver instead uses two separate noise sources and compares their resonance patterns directly.

Working with TimeWaver

According to the model of information field medicine, the client’s information field contains all relevant data on imbalances at the levels mentioned. The quantum physical interface of the TimeWaver scans the information field with regard to the objective selected by the user. The results of the analysis can show which oscillation pattern from the enormous database will correspond to the client’s oscillation pattern and then achieve the desired effect. The TimeWaver system provides the user with access to the client’s information field on the condition that the user’s consciousness also resonates with the client’s consciousness.

The TimeWaver Optimization

According to the model of information field medicine, the client’s information field contains all relevant data on imbalances at the levels mentioned. The quantum physical interface of the TimeWaver scans the information field with regard to the objective selected by the user. The results of the analysis can show which oscillation pattern from the enormous database will correspond to the client’s oscillation pattern and then achieve the desired effect. The TimeWaver system provides the user with access to the client’s information field on the condition that the user’s consciousness also resonates with the client’s consciousness.
Burkhard Heim’s Quantum Field Theory in Practice

TimeWaver integrates the latest developments in physics, including the groundbreaking work of the German physicist Burkhard Heim (1925 - 2001) on the twelve dimensional composition of the universe. Heim’s most significant contribution to physics is considered to be his formulation of a uniform field theory, the so-called Heim-Quantum Field theory. Burkhard Heim’s model explains the information field science like no other theory and constitutes its scientific foundation. Heim’s theory of the information and control levels decisively influenced the creation of the TimeWaver system.

To our understanding, the light equation effect communicates mainly with the Global Information Field (GIF) i.e. at a non-energetic, non-phenomenal and therefore more causative level. The oscillation comparison however works predominantly at the Energetic Control Level (ESF), i.e. closer to the phenomenal world of space and time. By selectively employing these two methods we can analyse and optimise very precisely.

According to Burkhard Heim our four dimensional visual world – the dimensions d1 to d4 – constitute only the lower levels of the universe. Above them is the Energetic Control Field (ESF), the dimensions d5 to d6 and space consciousness related to the dimensions d7 to d8. The four highest dimensions d9 to d12 mathematically represent the mind. Through the timewave, the higher dimensions communicate with the four dimensions in space time that we are accustomed to. Both of the lower levels constitute the Global Information Field (GIF). These twelve dimensions bring matter into direct connection with consciousness. The communication between these domains takes place through the timewave.

The Physical Background

TimeWaver Communicates with the TimeWave

According to the research of the Soviet physicist Nikolai A. Kozyrev, time is the force that enables an effect to emerge from a cause. The theory that Time is a force or a wave, is revolutionary. Its patterns contain the information about every physical event in this world. This research shows that time plays a crucial role in the communication between the information-space and matter. From a segment of information, a material process arises through the influence of the timewave. Conversely, every material process creates a pattern in the timewave where this pattern is independent from time and space and accessible everywhere in the universe.

The Kozyrev mirror – the Physical Gateway to other Dimensions

A Kozyrev mirror is an aluminum cylinder which, according to its inventors Prof. Kaznacheev and Prof. Trofimov, can open a space-time channel in its interior due to its specific proportions, surface quality and alloying. This claim has been verified by numerous scientific experiments with hundreds of researchers and by the theory of one of the great astrophysicists of the previous century, Nikolai Kozyrev.

The Technical Implementation

In our understanding, with the aid of a Kozyrev mirror the connection of the TimeWaver’s noise diodes with the information field is therefore improved. To do this, you place a diode in the centre of each of the two small Kozyrev mirrors. The noise of the diodes creates timewaves just like the human brain, which are reflected through the mirror, resulting in the production of a concentrated time density field in the centre of the cylinder. In there, the global timewave segment is short circuited to enable a link up with the overall global timewave which contains all the information in the entire cosmos at a non-local basis. In this manner, a space-time channel opens itself for the diode which can link up with any information field through the consciousness of the user, independent of their spatial-temporal distance.

The Time Pattern as an Information Matrix of the Universe

According to Kozyrev, all physical as well as mental processes within the universe leave traces in the time pattern. So it represents a kind of cosmic information field of a holographic nature. Every segment of information is simultaneously present in the entire universe. In this way information not only does not take any time to go from one point to another, but through the reflection of the timewave it can, in certain circumstances, even arrive at the receiver before the sender has actually sent it.

In this way, Kozyrev was able to take an informational picture of the Andromeda Galaxy as it will appear in two million years. With the aid of Kozyrev mirrors, Kaznacheev has sent telepathic symbols into the past. In both cases, mechanisms were used in the reflection of timewaves.

Disclaimer: Contemporary science and medicine disputes our theory that information can be brought into resonance with the human body through quantum science, as well as the herein mentioned significance of noise processes, light quantum effects, timewaves, the Kozyrev diode, consciousness resonances, physical processes and release a physiological process there. The existence of information fields and any kind of medical relevance are disputed by conventional or radionics. Burkhard Heim’s quantum field theory is scientifically seen as controversial.
What do Experts express about TimeWaver?

Dr. rer. nat. Dr. med. Reinhard Kobelt, DSc MD Clinic at Kurpark Bad Homburg, Germany

I have been working with the TimeWaver system since 2010 and am very pleased with the increased possibilities that the systems provides for me, for example the diagnostic opportunities in the framework of a holistic medical perspective.

I am especially impressed that the treatment with TimeWaver Frequency and TimeWaver Med can improve those diffuse diseases that cannot be clearly and directly diagnosed. One can solely concentrate on the healing process with both devices, without first going through a series of long, difficult and costly means of diagnostics.

Thus it regularly happens in my talks to patients that after several sessions I inquire: “Do you perhaps have any other complaints that you haven’t yet described to me?” To which very often I receive the amazing answer: “Yes, I do but I had forgotten them or I didn’t think them important any longer.” For example a question about pain in a patients right elbow after the TimeWaver had recorded synovitis in the right elbow.

Such experiences help to strengthen the bond between patient and doctor. For this reason alone I would not want to do without TimeWaver. Of particular interest are the therapeutic possibilities i.e. the possibility to alleviate certain complaints “over night” through the oscillations. The TimeWaver is an important aid in my work as a doctor who practices naturapathy and alternative medicine. (2011)

Jan Fredrik Poleszynski, Director Uno Vita Clinic AS, Naturapot, Oslo, Norway

I just wanted to tell you that I am impressed with the accuracy of TimeWaver. When we compare organ balance and setting the focus text (determine potency etc.) with physical GDV CAM, AcuGraph, ES TECK and HRV testing etc. the information is very good.

I use it to see if we have found the right informational keys to help people with traumas. It gives me very good information. So it is 100% clear that TimeWaver has an extremely good and precise interface to the informational field. (2011)

Dr. med. Uwe Spohr, MD, Specialist for Internal Medicine, Heidelberg, Germany

I am working with TimeWaver Med and TimeWaver Frequency since 2011. Previously I have already used several methods of energy- and information medicine since 1992. By using different devices I could never identify, by which means healing successes have come about. Different with TimeWaver: In a particular case I can very directly ascribe it to TimeWaver.

A 71-year old patient is receiving my treatment because of an increase of PSA (Prostate specific Antigen) with an increase of the prostate since 2008. The maximum value of PSA was reached in September 2011 with 13,77 mg/ml. The prostate volume has also increased from 60 ml up to 105 ml. After applying a TimeWaver optimization this value decreased to 92 ml within two months, the PSA value dropped to 10,44 mg/ml. After a further period of three months the prostate volume was only 70 ml and the PSA dropped again further down to 9,41 mg/ml. I estimate that the upcoming urological examination will show normal values.

By using both TimeWaver systems I can see that healing processes manifest much quicker and on a far wider range than before. I am especially very excited about the system’s access to higher related levels such as the emotional, informational and spiritual level, and thus can show and eliminate deeper underlying causes. (2013)

Dr. med. Manfred Doepp, MD, Nuclear medical doctor, Director “Health Care Centre Bichwill”, Switzerland

I know TimeWaver already since 2009 and work in our Health Care Centre with all available TimeWaver systems. In my practise I have had three cases of cancer that were all treated successfully with TimeWaver plus orthomolecular remedies. Furthermore I have phantastic results treating lyme disease. When determining pathological tooth roots TimeWaver is the perfect helping tool.

What always impresses me is the precise analysis of the information field. No questions remain. There is no method, no device with such complexity. All useful levels of treatment are being offered and can be used. Diagnostics and therapy have their own direct success control. The logic and correlation of the results is very high. The patient can follow on everything TimeWaver shows, which strengthens the compliance very much. The root cause level with TimeWaver is examined like in no other system. (2011)

Dr. med. med. Dr. med. Anna Kohler, MD General Practitioner, Bonndorf, Germany

I have been working as a medical doctor for over 45 years and have been involved with natural health care for more than 30 years. Since 2008 I have been working exclusively with TimeWaver and have had the best experiences of my life with this system. Whether for allergies or cancer, I use TimeWaver for all diagnosis. It does not have any side effects and achieves the most effective healing responses.

Due to the comprehensive databases there are great therapeutic opportunities and information about the relationships between diseases. My work with TimeWaver ranges from First Aid through chronic diseases to process adaptations in difficult life situations. (2010)

Oliver Lorey, Natural Health Professional, Erlensee, Germany

In my opinion TimeWaver is a wonderful instrument. With the help of a well trained and experienced medical practitioner or therapist a patient can quickly regain his healthy state. We work several hours each day with both TimeWaver Med and TimeWaver Frequency systems. I experience both devices as fully practical in my daily work.

Since their first installation they elivated and enhanced our work very nicely without changing the image of my office. Moreover I can easily integrate my personal techniques and therapeutic strategies like working with individual nosodes, into the databases of TimeWaver. This is a great add-on and advancement.

I have phantastic results with treating lyme disease, different allergies, or hemros with TimeWaver Med. Even psychic symptoms, ADHS, TimeWaver helps strongly to find and transform the underlying causes.

My most interesting case was a 65-year old female patient with diagnosed leukemia. I have generated an individual nosode with TimeWaver, applied the organ coherence stimulation und supported her psychic state with essences from the TimeWaver database. For toxin discharge purposes I used a nosode from the TimeWaver Med database “Chemo therapeutics”. As a further support I have applied a specific TimeWaver Frequency therapy once a week. The result was: After one month gain of weight, continuous improvement, after 3/4 of a year no more evidence or sign of leukemia. (2013)

Important Note: Contemporary science and orthodox medicine do not approve the existence of information fields and their herein mentioned medical significance. Information field medicine does not relate to the physical body but solely to the informational body of a person. The goal of information field medicine is not to identify, alleviate or prevent diseases, but to detect and dissolve disbalances within the information field. This also relates to the herein mentioned theories about energy processing, light quantum effects, energy- and frequency therapy, biomemetic consciousness resonances, organ coherence, scalar waves, oscillation patterns, terrawaves as well as the work of scientists such as Burkhard Heim, Dr. Nikolai Kozyrev, Nikola Tesla, Aaron Antonsnov, Gunther Hafele, Prof. Robert G. Jahn, Dr. Rupert Sheldrake, Prof. Kazanchev, Prof. Trofinov and Marcus Schirme in relation to the aboved mentioned theories and their respective technical application within TimeWaver. The herein mentioned statements have no medical, diagnostic, preventive or therapeutic relevance. TimeWaver Med does not replace the diagnosis and nor the treatment and judgements or treatment by a medical doctor or natupath and does not make any statement in relation to health issues. The medical professional therapist may not reject or leave out medically necessary steps to treat a patient. Within TimeWaver Med the microwometown module is an approved medical product class MP IIa licensed in EU. The other applications and modules in TimeWaver Med are not covered by this license and are to be understood as experimental balancing methods in the information field of a person. The statements from the various therapists as references in this brochure were being given between 2010 and 2013 and only reflect their personal views and experiences in regards to diagnosis and therapy. This brochure is meant for medical professionals only.
What do Experts express about TimeWaver?

**Dr. med. Barbara Bruns, MD, Practitioner for General Medicine and Classic Homeopathy, Dortmund, Germany**

To date I have achieved consistently outstanding results treating my patients with TimeWaver. A seven year old boy with bronchitis and asthmatic complaints was not responding to any of the conventional treatments. I started treating him exclusively with TimeWaver. Since then he has not shown any more symptoms and is, after the completion of the TimeWaver program and much to his parent’s astonishment, very healthy.

At the moment I am treating a patient suffering from fibromyalgia with extensive symptoms the background causes of which are yet to be established. Due to the constant pain, the patient was suffering psychologically. The intensive treatment with TimeWaver quickly alleviated her pain. Overall, her condition has improved continually and I would attribute this to the treatment with TimeWaver.

I like employing TimeWaver in conjunction with other approaches, even for serious diseases. One time a patient came to me with a plasmacytoma, a type of bone cancer in an advanced phase. I used TimeWaver in conjunction with chemotherapy and stem cell transplantation. The TimeWaver analysis provided us with a comprehensive detoxification program that I used for two months. Overall, the patient could very well with the difficult treatment. The stem cells grew optimally, the leukocytes were regulated extraordinarily well. The patient felt both during and after the chemotherapy considerably better than was to be expected. To a considerable extent I attribute this success to the support of TimeWaver.

My personal breakthrough in the work with TimeWaver was at the beginning of 2009. I was suffering from strong burn out syndrome myself and was subsequently treated exclusively with TimeWaver by a doctor I was a friend of. I made such comprehensive and quick progress that I decided to make use of TimeWaver with great enthusiasm and confidence in my own practice, for my own progress has always been for me the most certain recommendation for a particular type of treatment method. (2010)

**Dr. med. Olivier Rodel, MD, Specialist for Anesthesia, paintreatment, neural therapy and TCM, Geneva, Switzerland**

I am using TimeWaver since 2007 for a great variety of applications. The combination with TimeWaver Frequency gave me a strong new impulse while treating a former Dutch cycling professional. He was diagnosed a basalioma on the nose, treatment recommendation was surgery on the nose. After only five sessions of TimeWaver Med optimization and TimeWaver Frequency treatment in two weeks, added by orthomolecular and homeopathic remedies, that same basalioma has decreased to such a state that the doctors cancelled the surgery.

Another case was a patient with Parkinson diagnosis. General treatment: Dopamin. A combined treatment of TimeWaver Med and TimeWaver Frequency in conjunction with a homeopathic potency of dopamin helped the patient to regain more energy and to reduce his symptoms like tremor. I hear the same thing from many of my patients that they have far more energy and a great reduction of pain since the treatment with TimeWaver. (2012)

**Anja Hergaarden, Clinic for Naturopathy, Praktijk voor Aanvullende Gezondheidszorg, Heiloo, Netherlands**

I was suffering from sepsis in my foot which was proving unresponsive to therapy. Staphylococci and streptococci were found in the laboratory. In the clinic they were talking about an amputation of the foot below the knee. Within three weeks of treatment with TimeWaver I was able to walk without aid and three weeks later the wound had healed without any bacterial exposure. (2010)

**Michael Rach, Natural Health Professional, Mainburg, Germany**

A patient was having sufficient problems breastfeeding her fourth child. While making use of numerous means and therapeutic approaches I had already tried in vain with her first three children to enable her to sufficiently breastfeed and thereby become a complete mother. Neither her mother nor her sisters had been able to breastfeed satisfactorily.

With TimeWaver I discovered a kistroma suffered by her mother which had affected the life situations of this profession and mother of nine children. The patient had taken the mother’s pain. After just 14 days, the treatment with TimeWaver had caused the mammae to change physically which meant that the child required only half the daily amount of the bottle he had been taking. (2010)

**Dr. med. Gisela Stäber, MD, Specialist for Neurology and Psychiatry, Angermünde, Germany**

I have been using the TimeWaver since 2009, mainly for people suffering from fungal illnesses. In that time I have achieved quite considerable results and thereby being able to create special medicaments or dietary supplements. The TimeWaver is constantly being improved and the TimeWaver company has excellent customer service, something that I particularly appreciate. (2010)

**Peter Küsters, Natural Health Professional, Braunschweig, Germany**

The intensive treatment with TimeWaver quickly alleviated her pain. Overall, her condition has improved continually and I would attribute this to the treatment with TimeWaver.

I like employing TimeWaver in conjunction with other approaches, even for serious diseases. One time a patient came to me with a plasmacytoma, a type of bone cancer in an advanced phase. I used TimeWaver in conjunction with chemotherapy and stem cell transplantation. The TimeWaver analysis provided us with a comprehensive detoxification program that I used for two months. Overall, the patient could very well with the difficult treatment. The stem cells grew optimally, the leukocytes were regulated extraordinarily well. The patient felt both during and after the chemotherapy considerably better than was to be expected. To a considerable extent I attribute this success to the support of TimeWaver.

My personal breakthrough in the work with TimeWaver was at the beginning of 2009. I was suffering from strong burn out syndrome myself and was subsequently treated exclusively with TimeWaver by a doctor I was a friend of. I made such comprehensive and quick progress that I decided to make use of TimeWaver with great enthusiasm and confidence in my own practice, for my own progress has always been for me the most certain recommendation for a particular type of treatment method. (2010)

**Ulrich Elsner, Natural Health Professional, Fluorn-Winzeln, Germany**

Predominantly I treat patients with serious chronic diseases. To this end I have been using TimeWaver on a daily basis since 2009. The system strengthens my therapeutic diagnosis for all types of diseases and consequently helps me to choose the right form of therapy.

The patients who are acquainted with alternative healing procedures, appreciate very much the applications of the TimeWaver and respond extremely positively. (2010)

**Joachim Tyedmers, Natural Health Professional (Guerisseur), Villet, France**

I was suffering from sepseis in my foot which was proving unresponsive to therapy. Staphylococci and streptococci were found in the laboratory. In the clinic they were talking about an amputation of the foot below the knee. Within three weeks of treatment with TimeWaver I was able to walk without aid and three weeks later the wound had healed without any bacterial exposure. (2010)

Important Notes for the Usage of TimeWaver Med.

The mentioned indications within the TimeWaver Med manual refer only to the “Micromodul Module” which alone is a licensed and approved medical product class MFP IIa in the EU within the TimeWaver Med software. The treatment of diseases other than that are not part of the medical use that is in accordance with regulations. The other applications and modules in TimeWaver Med are not covered by this license and are to be understood as experimental balancing methods in the information field of a person. The medical professional therapist may not reject or leave out medically necessary steps to treat a patient. The treatment of diseases with TimeWaver Med is by law restricted to health professionals such as medical doctors, naturopaths etc. Analysis on the informational level or of the organ coherence is not a medically valid diagnosis. Due to the nature of the information field and the underlying method of analysis they are not approved by scientific standards and are not necessarily reproducible.
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